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Crafted for your garden



Aquacraft, one of South Africa’s leading manufacturers of gardening equipment, has partnered with  

Johannesburg-based NGO Siyakhana on the development of an organic vegetable garden, which 

supplies a range of fresh fruit, vegetables and herbs to vulnerable communities in the city.

The partnership will see a portion of all Aquacraft sales going towards the expansion of urban vegetable 

gardens across the country, which will increase access to fresh food source and create a level of food  

security for impoverished communities.

Recent statistics have shown that in South Africa over 11.5 million people are classified as critically hun-

gry, while the recent riots have highlighted the social challenges we face as a country when it comes to  

poverty, hunger and unemployment. According to the United Nations World Food Program (UNWFP), 

hunger kills more people in Africa than Aids, malaria and TB combined. 

“If we want this to change, we need to take action,” says Aquacraft’s Marketing Manager 

(Candice Knipe-Tlhotlhalemajoe)

‘Aquacraft is deeply committed to facilitating economic development and sees food garden initiatives 

such as Siyakhana plying a crucial role in providing both work and food in impoverished communities.” 

“We’re encouraging community groups across the country to explore the establishment of their own food 

gardens, with our support where possible. 

“We’re also encouraging enthusiastic gardeners and communities alike to see open spaces as an oppor-

tunity to plant organic vegetables, fruits and herbs, be it in their back yards, in planter boxes on their 

balconies or alongside pathways.

“Through this initiative, we’re giving consumers an opportunity to use their purchasing power to support 

social change. No impact is too small.”

More than a quality garden brand, 
A brand with a cause. Investing in healthy 

communities through 
sustainable gardening.

GARDEN
GROWTH

FOR

More than a quality garden brand, 
A brand with a cause.



AQ750530

AQ770530

Comfort Adjustable 
Metal Spray Gun

•Robust metal structure with soft rubber coated for comfort use.

•Two spray pattern with non-slip rubber edge for easy grip.

•Brass tip for adjusting the jet from fine to conical spray.

•New design with ergonomic handle for extra comfort and easy use.

•Metal adaptor for high resistance against impacts.

Comfort Multi-Jet 

•High impact-resistant plastic construction with 

   soft rubber coated for comfort use.

•Four spray pattern with non-slip rubber edge for 

   easy grip.

•New design with ergonomic handle for extra 

   comfort and easy use.

•Fully adjustable flow rate.

S P R A Y  G U N S

2 JET SOFT LOCKMETAL EASY-FIT

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ750530 4712755948747 12 pcs 48 pcs

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ770530 4712755948761 12 pcs 48 pcs

SOFT4 JET LOCK
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AQ750530

AQ770530

Comfort Adjustable 
Metal Spray Gun

•Robust metal structure with soft rubber coated for comfort use.

•Two spray pattern with non-slip rubber edge for easy grip.

•Brass tip for adjusting the jet from fine to conical spray.

•New design with ergonomic handle for extra comfort and easy use.

•Metal adaptor for high resistance against impacts.

Comfort Multi-Jet 

•High impact-resistant plastic construction with 

   soft rubber coated for comfort use.

•Four spray pattern with non-slip rubber edge for 

   easy grip.

•New design with ergonomic handle for extra 

   comfort and easy use.

•Fully adjustable flow rate.

SPRAY GUNS

2 JETSOFTLOCK METALEASY-FIT

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ750530471275594874712 pcs48 pcs

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ770530471275594876112 pcs48 pcs

SOFT 4 JETLOCK
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Water Stop Standard 
Hose Connector 
13mm (1/2")

•For fitting the hose to the tap connector.

•Automatic water stop function saves a walk to the tap when 

   changing the accessory.

•High-quality plastic material ensures solid and durable structure.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ550020 4712755940550 36 pcs 216 pcs

AQ550010

AQ550020

Standard Hose 
Connector 13mm 

•For fitting the hose to the tap connector .

•High-quality plastic material ensures solid and durable 

   structure.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ550010 4712755940093 36 pcs 216 pcs

13mm 1/2" EASY-FIT

13mm 1/2" EASY-FIT

H O S E  C O N N E C T O R S



AQ550030
Standard Hose 
Connector 16-19mm 
(5/8-3/4")

•For fitting the hose to the tap connector.

•High-quality plastic material ensures solid 

   and durable structure.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ550030 4712755940109 36 pcs 216 pcs

16mm 5/8"
19mm 3/4" EASY-FIT

AQ550040
Water Stop 
Standard Hose 
Connector 16-19mm 
(5/8-3/4")

•For fitting the hose to the tap connector. 

•Automatic water stop function saves a walk to the tap when 

   changing the accessory.

•High-quality plastic material ensures solid and durable 

   structure.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ550040 4712755940819 36 pcs 216 pcs

16mm 5/8"
19mm 3/4" EASY-FIT

AQ550080
Standard Hose 
Mender 13mm 

•For repairing damaged hoses or joining 

   two hoses.

•High-quality plastic material ensures solid 

   and durable structure.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ550080 4712755940130 36 pcs 216 pcs

13mm 1/2"

AQ550050
Standard  Male 
Hose Connector

•For adapting a threaded hose coupling to 

   the tap connector.

•High-quality plastic material ensures 

   solid and durable structure.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ550050 4712755940116 36 pcs 216 pcs

26.5mm G3/4" EASY-FIT

AQ550090
Standard Hose 
Mender 16-19mm 
(5/8-3/4")

•For repairing damaged hoses or joining 

   two hoses.

•High-quality plastic material ensures 

   solid and durable structure.

16mm 5/8"
19mm 3/4"

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ550090 4712755940147 36 pcs 216 pcs
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H O S E  C O N N E C T O R S

AQ550030
Standard Hose 
Connector 16-19mm 
(5/8-3/4")

•For fitting the hose to the tap connector.

•High-quality plastic material ensures solid 

   and durable structure.

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ550030471275594010936 pcs216 pcs

16mm 5/8"
19mm 3/4"EASY-FIT

AQ550040
Water Stop 
Standard Hose 
Connector 16-19mm 
(5/8-3/4")

•For fitting the hose to the tap connector. 

•Automatic water stop function saves a walk to the tap when 

   changing the accessory.

•High-quality plastic material ensures solid and durable 

   structure.

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ550040471275594081936 pcs216 pcs

16mm 5/8"
19mm 3/4"EASY-FIT

AQ550080
Standard Hose 
Mender 13mm 

•For repairing damaged hoses or joining 

   two hoses.

•High-quality plastic material ensures solid 

   and durable structure.

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ550080471275594013036 pcs216 pcs

13mm 1/2"

AQ550050
Standard  Male 
Hose Connector

•For adapting a threaded hose coupling to 

   the tap connector.

•High-quality plastic material ensures 

   solid and durable structure.

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ550050471275594011636 pcs216 pcs

26.5mm G3/4"EASY-FIT

AQ550090
Standard Hose 
Mender 16-19mm 
(5/8-3/4")

•For repairing damaged hoses or joining 

   two hoses.

•High-quality plastic material ensures 

   solid and durable structure.

16mm 5/8"
19mm 3/4"

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ550090471275594014736 pcs216 pcs
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HOSE CONNECTORS
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AQ550160
Standard Tap Connector 

26.5 mm G3/4"

•Internal screw thread for tap.

•Male adaptor to connect to the hose end.

•High-quality plastic material ensures solid 

   and durable structure.

AQ550180
Standard Tap Connector 

26.5mm G3/4" & 

21mm G1/2"

•Internal screw thread for tap.

•Male adaptor to connect to the hose end.

•High-quality plastic material ensures solid 

   and durable structure.

Standard Tap Connector 

33.1 mm G1"

•Internal screw thread for tap.

•Male adaptor to connect to the hose end.

•High-quality plastic material ensures solid 

   and durable structure.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ550170 4712755940161 36 pcs 216 pcs

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ550160 4712755940154 36 pcs 216 pcs

AQ550170

33.1mm G1" EASY-FIT

26.5mm G3/4" EASY-FIT

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ550180 4712755940178 36 pcs 216 pcs

21mm G1/2"
26.5mm G3/4" EASY-FIT

•Internal screw thread for tap.

•Male adaptor to connect to the hose end.

•High-quality plastic material ensures solid 

   and durable structure.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ550190 4712755940185 36 pcs 216 pcs

EASY-FIT
26.5mm G3/4" 
33.1mm G1"

•Internal screw thread for tap.

•Male adaptor to connect to the hose end.

•High-quality plastic material ensures solid 

   and durable structure.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ550188 4713273504361 36 pcs 216 pcs

23mm G5/8"
26.5mm G3/4" EASY-FIT

Standard Tap Connector 

26.5mm G3/4" & 

23mm G5/8"

AQ550188

AQ550190
Standard Tap Connector 

33.1mm G1" & 26.5mm 

G3/4"

H O S E  C O N N E C T O R S
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AQ550160
Standard Tap Connector 

26.5 mm G3/4"

•Internal screw thread for tap.

•Male adaptor to connect to the hose end.

•High-quality plastic material ensures solid 

   and durable structure.

AQ550180
Standard Tap Connector 

26.5mm G3/4" & 

21mm G1/2"

•Internal screw thread for tap.

•Male adaptor to connect to the hose end.

•High-quality plastic material ensures solid 

   and durable structure.

Standard Tap Connector 

33.1 mm G1"

•Internal screw thread for tap.

•Male adaptor to connect to the hose end.

•High-quality plastic material ensures solid 

   and durable structure.

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ550170471275594016136 pcs216 pcs

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ550160471275594015436 pcs216 pcs

AQ550170

33.1mm G1"EASY-FIT

26.5mm G3/4"EASY-FIT

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ550180471275594017836 pcs216 pcs

21mm G1/2"
26.5mm G3/4"EASY-FIT

•Internal screw thread for tap.

•Male adaptor to connect to the hose end.

•High-quality plastic material ensures solid 

   and durable structure.

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ550190471275594018536 pcs216 pcs

EASY-FIT
26.5mm G3/4" 

33.1mm G1"

•Internal screw thread for tap.

•Male adaptor to connect to the hose end.

•High-quality plastic material ensures solid 

   and durable structure.

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ550188471327350436136 pcs216 pcs

23mm G5/8"
26.5mm G3/4" EASY-FIT

Standard Tap Connector 

26.5mm G3/4" & 

23mm G5/8"

AQ550188

AQ550190
Standard Tap Connector 

33.1mm G1" & 26.5mm 

G3/4"

HOSE CONNECTORS



AQ550210
Standard Two-Way 
Connector

•To joint two hose lines equipped with 

   hose connectors.

•High-quality plastic material ensures 

   solid and durable structure.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ550210 4712755940208 36 pcs 216 pcs

EASY-FIT

AQ550270
Round Tap 
Connector

•For coupling taps without thread. 

   (Outside diameter <18mm.)

•Corrosion-resistant, easy attachment, no 

   tools necessary.

EASY-FIT< 18 mm

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ550270 4712755941144 36 pcs 216 pcs
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AQ550200
Standard Threaded 
Adaptor 3/4" 
(5/8-3/4")

AQ550360
Standard Tap 
Connector 21mm 
G1/2" 

•Allows hoses equipped with click connectors 

   to be linked with irrigators having a female 

   threaded inlet.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ550200 4712755940192 36 pcs 216 pcs

26.5mm G3/4" EASY-FIT

•Internal screw thread for tap.

•Male adaptor to connect to the hose end.

•High-quality plastic material ensures 

   solid and durable structure.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ550360 4712755944107 36 pcs 216 pcs

EASY-FIT21mm G1/2"

AQ550070
Adjustable Spray 

Nozzle

•Jet adjustment from fine fan spray to direct jet.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ550070 4712755940567 20 pcs 120 pcs

2 JET EASY-FIT

H O S E  C O N N E C T O R S

AQ550210
Standard Two-Way 
Connector

•To joint two hose lines equipped with 

   hose connectors.

•High-quality plastic material ensures 

   solid and durable structure.

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ550210471275594020836 pcs216 pcs

EASY-FIT

AQ550270
Round Tap 
Connector

•For coupling taps without thread. 

   (Outside diameter <18mm.)

•Corrosion-resistant, easy attachment, no 

   tools necessary.

EASY-FIT < 18 mm

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ550270471275594114436 pcs216 pcs
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AQ550200
Standard Threaded 
Adaptor 3/4" 
(5/8-3/4")

AQ550360
Standard Tap 
Connector 21mm 
G1/2" 

•Allows hoses equipped with click connectors 

   to be linked with irrigators having a female 

   threaded inlet.

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ550200471275594019236 pcs216 pcs

26.5mm G3/4"EASY-FIT

•Internal screw thread for tap.

•Male adaptor to connect to the hose end.

•High-quality plastic material ensures 

   solid and durable structure.

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ550360471275594410736 pcs216 pcs

EASY-FIT 21mm G1/2"

AQ550070
Adjustable Spray 

Nozzle

•Jet adjustment from fine fan spray to direct jet.

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ550070471275594056720 pcs120 pcs

2 JETEASY-FIT

HOSE CONNECTORS
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AQ550634
Premium 

Multi-outlet Tap 

Connector 

•Four separate adjustable connections to link to hose or timers.

•Four outlets can be used at the same time.

•Non-slip soft rubber cover to ensure most comfort use.

Dual Outlet Tap 

Connector

•Two separate adjustable connections to link 

   to hose or timers.

•Both outlets can be used at the same 

   time.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ550250 4712755940826 36 pcs 216 pcs

AQ550250

EASY-FIT26.5mm G3/4"

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ550634 4712755949317 12 pcs 48 pcs

EASY-FIT

4-WAY

26.5mm G3/4" 
33.1mm G1"

•2 X 1/2" hose connector Art. 550010.

•1 X Adjustable Spray Nozzle Art. 550070.

•1 X Tap connector 26.5mm G3/4"-21mm 

   G1/2" Art. 550180.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ550387 4713273504583 12 pcs 48 pcs

21mm G1/2"
26.5mm G3/4"13mm 1/2" EASY-FIT2 JET

•3 X O Rings for standard shanks.

•2 flat Seals of 3/4"(ø 26.5 mm).

•1 flat Seal of 1"(ø 33.1 mm).

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ570010 4713273504576 36 pcs 216 pcs

Seals and o-rings kit

AQ570010

AQ550387
Basic Watering Set

AQ550220
Standard 
Three-Way 
Connector(1/2")

•To joint three hose lines equipped with 

   hose connectors.

•High-quality plastic material ensures 

   solid and durable structure.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ550220 4712755940215 36 pcs 216 pcs

EASY-FIT

H O S E  C O N N E C T O R S
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AQ550634
Premium 

Multi-outlet Tap 

Connector 

•Four separate adjustable connections to link to hose or timers.

•Four outlets can be used at the same time.

•Non-slip soft rubber cover to ensure most comfort use.

Dual Outlet Tap 

Connector

•Two separate adjustable connections to link 

   to hose or timers.

•Both outlets can be used at the same 

   time.

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ550250471275594082636 pcs216 pcs

AQ550250

EASY-FIT 26.5mm G3/4"

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ550634471275594931712 pcs48 pcs

EASY-FIT

4-WAY

26.5mm G3/4" 
33.1mm G1"

•2 X 1/2" hose connector Art. 550010.

•1 X Adjustable Spray Nozzle Art. 550070.

•1 X Tap connector 26.5mm G3/4"-21mm 

   G1/2" Art. 550180.

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ550387471327350458312 pcs48 pcs

21mm G1/2"
26.5mm G3/4" 13mm 1/2"EASY-FIT 2 JET

•3 X O Rings for standard shanks.

•2 flat Seals of 3/4"(ø 26.5 mm).

•1 flat Seal of 1"(ø 33.1 mm).

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ570010471327350457636 pcs216 pcs

Seals and o-rings kit

AQ570010

AQ550387
Basic Watering Set

AQ550220
Standard 
Three-Way 
Connector(1/2")

•To joint three hose lines equipped with 

   hose connectors.

•High-quality plastic material ensures 

   solid and durable structure.

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ550220471275594021536 pcs216 pcs

EASY-FIT

HOSE CONNECTORS



B R A S S  H O S E  C O N N E C T O R S  S O F T - T O U C H

AQ660330
Soft-Touch Brass 
Hose Mender 13mm 
(1/2”)

•For repairing damaged hoses or joining two hoses.

•Solid brass body with non-slip ergonomic 

   design for durable and easy handing.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ660330 4712755942875 20 pcs 120 pcs

BRASS

SOFT

13mm 1/2"

AQ660280
Soft-Touch Brass Hose 

connector 16-19mm 

(5/8-3/4”)

•Solid brass body with non-slip ergonomic design for 

   durable and easy handing.

•Water stop function saves a walk to the 

   tap when replacing to the accessory. 

                        Art. 660290.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ660280 4712755944183 20 pcs 120 pcs

2 JET EASY-FIT

16mm 5/8"
19mm 3/4" BRASS

AQ660030
Soft-Touch Brass 
Hose connector 
13mm (1/2”)

•Solid brass body with non-slip ergonomic 

   design for durable and easy handing.

•Water stop function saves a walk to the tap  

   when replacing to the accessory. 

                       Art.660020.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ660030 4712755942585 20 pcs 120 pcs

13mm 1/2" BRASS

SOFT EASY-FIT
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AQ660340
Soft-Touch Brass 
Hose Mender 
16-19mm (5/8-3/4”)

•For repairing damaged hoses or joining 

   two hoses.

•Solid brass body with non-slip ergonomic 

                       design for durable and 

                       easy handing.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ660340 4712755944534 20 pcs 120 pcs

16mm 5/8"
19mm 3/4" BRASS

SOFT

AQ660320
Soft-Touch Brass 
Tap Connector 
33.1mm G1”and 
26.5mm G3/4”

•Solid brass body with non-slip ergonomic 

   design for durable and easy handing.

•Internal screw thread for tap.

                      •Male adaptor to 

                         connect to the hose end.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ660320 4712755944541 20 pcs 120 pcs

26.5mm G3/4" 
33.1mm G1" BRASS

SOFT EASY-FIT

BRASS HOSE CONNECTORS SOFT-TOUCH

AQ660330
Soft-Touch Brass 
Hose Mender 13mm 
(1/2”)

•For repairing damaged hoses or joining two hoses.

•Solid brass body with non-slip ergonomic 

   design for durable and easy handing.

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ660330471275594287520 pcs120 pcs

BRASS

SOFT

13mm 1/2"

AQ660280
Soft-Touch Brass Hose 

connector 16-19mm 

(5/8-3/4”)

•Solid brass body with non-slip ergonomic design for 

   durable and easy handing.

•Water stop function saves a walk to the 

   tap when replacing to the accessory. 

                        Art. 660290.

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ660280471275594418320 pcs120 pcs

2 JETEASY-FIT

16mm 5/8"
19mm 3/4"BRASS

AQ660030
Soft-Touch Brass 
Hose connector 
13mm (1/2”)

•Solid brass body with non-slip ergonomic 

   design for durable and easy handing.

•Water stop function saves a walk to the tap  

   when replacing to the accessory. 

                       Art.660020.

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ660030471275594258520 pcs120 pcs

13mm 1/2"BRASS

SOFTEASY-FIT
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AQ660340
Soft-Touch Brass 
Hose Mender 
16-19mm (5/8-3/4”)

•For repairing damaged hoses or joining 

   two hoses.

•Solid brass body with non-slip ergonomic 

                       design for durable and 

                       easy handing.

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ660340471275594453420 pcs120 pcs

16mm 5/8"
19mm 3/4"BRASS

SOFT

AQ660320
Soft-Touch Brass 
Tap Connector 
33.1mm G1”and 
26.5mm G3/4”

•Solid brass body with non-slip ergonomic 

   design for durable and easy handing.

•Internal screw thread for tap.

                      •Male adaptor to 

                         connect to the hose end.

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ660320471275594454120 pcs120 pcs

26.5mm G3/4" 
33.1mm G1"BRASS

SOFTEASY-FIT
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B R A S S  H O S E  C O N N E C T O R S  S O F T - T O U C H

Brass Threaded Adaptor 

26.5mm 3/4”

•Allows hoses equipped with click 

   connectors to be linked with irrigators 

   having a female threaded inlet.

•Solid brass body for durable structure.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ660170 4712755942530 20 pcs 120 pcs

AQ660170

BRASS

26.5mm G3/4"

BRASS EASY-FIT

AQ660410
3/4"~1/2" Soft-Grip 

Brass Tap Adaptor 

•Solid brass body with non-slip ergonomic

   design for durable and easy handing.

•Internal screw thread for tap.

•Male adaptor to connect to the hose end.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ660410 4712755944220 20 pcs 120 pcs

AQ660200
Brass Two-Way 

Connector

•To joint three hose lines equipped with hose connectors.

•Solid brass body for durable structure.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ660200 4712755941052 20 pcs 120 pcs

EASY-FIT

BRASS

21mm G1/2"
26.5mm G3/4" BRASS

SOFT EASY-FIT

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ660010 4712755942578 20 pcs 120 pcs

SOFT EASY-FIT

BRASS2 JET

AQ660010
Soft-Touch Brass Spray 

•Solid brass body with non-slip ergonomic design 

   for durable and easy handing.

•Idea for every job from watering to cleaning.

                    •Fully adjustment from soft 

                      spray – hard jet – mist spray.

•Solid brass body with non-slip ergonomic 

   design for durable and easy handing.

•Fully adjustment from soft spray – hard jet 

   – mist spray Art. 660010.

•Connector with non-slip ergonomic design 

   for easy handing. Art. 660030 / 660020.

•Internal screw thread for tap. Art. 660410.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ660050 4712755942592 12 pcs 48 pcs

Soft-Touch Brass 

Spray Nozzle Set 

AQ660050

2 JET BRASS SOFT 13mm 1/2" EASY-FIT



•Wide angle, gentle spray for lawn or flower beds.

•High impact and UV resistant plastic body with water-saving 

   cut off valve.

•Built in metal spike for unattended watering at any angle.

EASY-FIT

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ260020 12 pcs 48 pcs4712755940932

•18 nozzles oscillating arm made of durable and lightweight      

   aluminum.

•For even and gentle lawn watering. Infinite adjustment of spray 

   width.

•Pin for cleaning the holes.

•Maximum area coverage: 280m².

max. 280m² ADJUST

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ280052 0 pcs 12 pcs4713273503579

•Eight spray patterns for all watering needs.

•With stable and light weight plastic base.

•Made of top quality sturdy plastic material  

   for long lifetime.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ260150 0 pcs 12 pcs4712755940956

max. 65m² ADJUST EASY-FIT8 JET

•Simple, inexpensive, sled-base 

   non-adjustable sprinkler delivering a fine 

   spray over a circular area.

•Area coverage: max.65m².

max. 65m² EASY-FIT

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ260300 12 pcs 48 pcs4712755949188

AQ280052
Premium 
Oscillating 
Sprinkler

AQ260150
Classic 8-Pattern 
Sprinkler

AQ260020
Fan Sprayer

AQ260300
Sled Sprinkler

S P R I N K L E R S
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•Wide angle, gentle spray for lawn or flower beds.

•High impact and UV resistant plastic body with water-saving 

   cut off valve.

•Built in metal spike for unattended watering at any angle.

EASY-FIT

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ260020 12 pcs 48 pcs4712755940932

•18 nozzles oscillating arm made of durable and lightweight      

   aluminum.

•For even and gentle lawn watering. Infinite adjustment of spray 

   width.

•Pin for cleaning the holes.

•Maximum area coverage: 280m².

max. 280m² ADJUST

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ280052 0 pcs 12 pcs4713273503579

•Eight spray patterns for all watering needs.

•With stable and light weight plastic base.

•Made of top quality sturdy plastic material  

   for long lifetime.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ260150 0 pcs 12 pcs4712755940956

max. 65m² ADJUST EASY-FIT8 JET

•Simple, inexpensive, sled-base 

   non-adjustable sprinkler delivering a fine 

   spray over a circular area.

•Area coverage: max.65m².

max. 65m² EASY-FIT

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ260300 12 pcs 48 pcs4712755949188

AQ280052
Premium 
Oscillating 
Sprinkler

AQ260150
Classic 8-Pattern 
Sprinkler

AQ260020
Fan Sprayer

AQ260300
Sled Sprinkler

S P R I N K L E R S
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AQ270050
Metal Spike

•Full or part circle spray pattern. Ideal for large areas.

•Sturdy metal two-way spike allows connection with more 

   sprinklers for watering large area.

•Watering angle from 20 to 360.

•Maximum coverage area: 490m². 

•Full or part circle spray pattern. Ideal for large areas.

•Sturdy metal two-way spike allows connection with more 

   sprinklers for watering large area.

•Watering angle from 20 to 360.

•Maximum coverage area: 490m². 

AQ270070
Heavy Duty Metal 
Impulse Sprinkler 
with Spike

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ270050 4713273504934 50 pcs 200 pcs

METAL

•Two-way spike with 3/4 female thread and end cap.

•For standard 1/2 NPT male connection of sprinklers.

AQ270060
Heavy-Duty Metal 
Impulse Sprinkler 
Head

max. 490m² METAL 20° - 360° ADJUST

max. 490m² METAL 20° - 360° ADJUST

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ270060 12 pcs 72 pcs4712755940000

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ270070 12 pcs 48 pcs4712755940024

AQ290070
Mechanical 
Water Timer 

•Watering time from 15 min. to 120 min. 

•Switch is covered by non-slip rubber for comfort and easy use. 

•No batteries required. 

•For taps with a 26.5mm (3/4") or 33.1mm (1") thread. 

26.5mm G3/4" 
33.1mm G1" 1-120 minSOFT

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ290070 10 pcs 60 pcs4712755947191

S P R I N K L E R S



•Full or part circle spray pattern.

•Plastic two-way spike allows connection with 

   more sprinklers for watering large area.

•Watering angle from 20 to 360.

•Maximum coverage area: 400m².

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ260040 12 pcs 48 pcs471255940017

max. 400m² EASY-FIT20° - 360° ADJUST

AQ260040
Classic Impulse 
Sprinkler with 
Plastic Spike 

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ260240 0 pcs 12 pcs

•Full or part circle spray pattern.

•Plastic two-way spike allows connection with more sprinklers for 

   watering large area.

•Watering angle from 20 to 360.

•Maximum coverage area: 400m².

max. 400m² EASY-FIT20° - 360° ADJUST

4712755942837

•Full or part circle spray pattern.

•Plastic two-way spike allows connection with 

   more sprinklers for watering large area.

•Watering angle from 20 to 360.

•Maximum coverage area: 400m².

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ260030 12 pcs 72 pcs4712755941151

max. 400m² EASY-FIT20° - 360° ADJUST

Sturdy metal,brass and 
stainless construction                                         

Adjustment ring. 
Fine range selection 
from 20° to 360°

Range angle 
adjustment.
Convenient and 
high flexibility.

Precision brass nozzle.
Supports precise 
distribution of the 
water

AQ260240
Classic Impulse 
Sprinkler with Base

AQ260030
Classic Impulse 
Sprinkler Head 

S P R I N K L E R S

11
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Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ990031 0 pcs 6 pcs

•Angled hose connection prevents hose from kinking and 

   twisting. 

• Made of durable plastic construction and powder coated 

    steel frame. 

• Easy assembly without tools. 

• Handle with hand protection.

Max.
60m
13mm 
1/2"

Max.
40m
16mm 
5/8"

Max.
30m
19mm 
3/4"

Max.
45m
13mm 
1/2"

Max.
35m
16mm 
5/8"

Max.
20m
19mm 
3/4"

LONG LIFE TROLLEY

4712755941014

Large, smooth-running wheels make it easy to move 
the trolley on gravel paths. Special tread protects your 
lawn.

Carrying handle, for 
easy transport.

Angled hose 
connection 
prevents 
kinking of the 
hose when 
winding on 
and off the 
reel.

Anti-drip connection: 
simply click the hose 
end onto the storage 
terminal after use.

Easy-turn crank handle makes winding the hose easier.

AQ990031
Hose Reel Trolley

•Already assembled and completed with 15/25m of 1/2" hose, 

   connectors and spray nozzle. 

•For storing hose on the wall and mobile use in the garden. 

•Non-slip soft rubber handle to ensure most comfort use.

7 JET 13mm 1/2"
26.5mm G3/4" 
33.1mm G1" max. 10 BAR UV PROTECT

-5°C

+60°C

NO DRINK

x3 x1 x1 x1 25m
Ø 13mm 1/2"

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ990076 0 pcs 2 pcs4713273502251

AQ990076
25m Portable and 
Wall-Fixed Hose 
Reel Set 

LONG LIFE

•Angled hose connection prevents hose from kinking and 

   twisting. 

•Made of durable plastic construction and powder coated steel 

   frame. 

• Easy assembly without tools. 

• Handle with hand protection.

AQ990100
Portable Hose Reel

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ990100 0 pcs 6 pcs4712755940505

H O S E  R E E L
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Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ990031 0 pcs 6 pcs

•Angled hose connection prevents hose from kinking and 

   twisting. 

• Made of durable plastic construction and powder coated 

    steel frame. 

• Easy assembly without tools. 

• Handle with hand protection.

Max.
60m
13mm 
1/2"

Max.
40m
16mm 
5/8"

Max.
30m
19mm 
3/4"

Max.
45m
13mm 
1/2"

Max.
35m
16mm 
5/8"

Max.
20m
19mm 
3/4"

LONG LIFE TROLLEY

4712755941014

Large, smooth-running wheels make it easy to move 
the trolley on gravel paths. Special tread protects your 
lawn.

Carrying handle, for 
easy transport.

Angled hose 
connection 
prevents 
kinking of the 
hose when 
winding on 
and off the 
reel.

Anti-drip connection: 
simply click the hose 
end onto the storage 
terminal after use.

Easy-turn crank handle makes winding the hose easier.

AQ990031
Hose Reel Trolley

•Already assembled and completed with 15/25m of 1/2" hose, 

   connectors and spray nozzle. 

•For storing hose on the wall and mobile use in the garden. 

•Non-slip soft rubber handle to ensure most comfort use.

7 JET 13mm 1/2"
26.5mm G3/4" 
33.1mm G1" max. 10 BAR UV PROTECT

-5°C

+60°C

NO DRINK

x3 x1 x1 x1 25m
Ø 13mm 1/2"

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ990076 0 pcs 2 pcs4713273502251

AQ990076
25m Portable and 
Wall-Fixed Hose 
Reel Set 

LONG LIFE

•Angled hose connection prevents hose from kinking and 

   twisting. 

•Made of durable plastic construction and powder coated steel 

   frame. 

• Easy assembly without tools. 

• Handle with hand protection.

AQ990100
Portable Hose Reel

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ990100 0 pcs 6 pcs4712755940505

H O S E  R E E L



Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ860010
AQ860020

0 pcs
0 pcs

10 pcs
10 pcs

4712755941267
4713273502312

EASY-FIT

•Already assembled and equipped with 10m of 3/8" hose, 

   connectors and spray nozzle. 

•For wall mounted or free standing. 

•For patios and small gardens.
AQ990490
10m Mini Hose 
Reel Set10m

7 JET9mm 3/8"
21mm G1/2" 

26.5mm G3/4" UV PROTECT

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ990490 0 pcs 6 pcs4713273500752

•Wall mounted hose hanger for storing watering 

   accessories. 

•Maximum capacity of 30m of 1/2" hose.AQ990273
Multi-function 
Hose Hanger 

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ990273 0 pcs 72 pcs4713273500684

•Wall mounted hose hanger for storing watering  accessories. 

•Maximum capacity of 30m of 1/2" hose.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ990270 0 pcs 72 pcs4712755941021

AQ990270
Multi-function 
Hose Hanger 

•Suitable for fine spray to beds, borders, and 

   narrow areas. 

•With micro holes on surface for uniform rain 

   irrigation 

•Equipped with watering fittings and simply 

   extendable by connecting it.

AQ860010/
AQ860020
15m Sprinkler Hose/
7.5m Sprinkler Hose  

H O S E  R E E L
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Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ310070 6 pcs 48 pcs

P R U N I N G  S A W  &  T R E E  P R U N E R

AQ310070
Folding pruning Saw

•Super sharp triangular-shaped teeth for fast wood cutting.

•For smooth sawing of fresh and dry wood.

•Safety lock on blade to prevent accidental closure whilst 

   cutting and closed when no in use.

•Non-slip ergonomic handle with soft grip for safe and comfort 

   use.

•Rust proof due to hard and chrome plated blade.

AQ310090
Soft Grip 
Garden Saw 250mm 

•Super sharp triangular-shaped teeth for fast wet wood 

   cutting.

•For smooth sawing of fresh and dry wood.

•Rust proof due to hard and chrome plated blade 

•Non-slip ergonomic handle with soft grip for safe and 

   comfort use.

•Complete with strong sheath for safe storage and easy 

   carrying.

Ø 8 cm SOFTSHARP

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ310090 6 pcs 24 pcs4713273502480

Ø 7 cm SOFTSHARP LOCK

4712755940468

420 mm

250 mm

400 mm

180 mm

AQ320076
Curved Pruning Saw

•For sawing thick branches. Curved blade for optional cutting 

   angle and easy handing.

•Specially hardened, curved blade with hard-point crossed 

  toothing for cutting efficiently and long life. Rust-proof 

  special protection coating.

• Comfort to accept an extension pole 22mm(7/8”)dia.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ320076 12 pcs 72 pcs4713273504828

AQ320070
Telescopic Branch 
Pruner

•Pruner can be hung onto the branches for convenient handling.

•No ladder needed, safe and comfortable working from the 

   ground.

•Easy cutting operation due to energy-saving transmission.

•Telescopic aluminum handle infinitely adjustable to maximum 

   300cm.

•Equipped with high quality pruning saw.

ALUMINUM BYPASS

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ320070 0 pcs 6 pcs4712755946248



AQ330680
Universal Garden 
Secateurs

•Ergonomic designed handle with soft components.

•Variable size handle opening. 

•Easy to reach lock for single hand operation. 

•Ideal for cutting wire, wood branches, 

   dowelrods, rope, cord, cardboard, leather 

   and many other mateirals.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ330680 4712755940659 10 pcs 60 pcsAQ330980

Classic 
Multi-Function 
Secateurs

•Straight stainless steel blades hardened and 

   tempered.

•PP plastic handle with soft TPR grips.

•Easy to reach and operate lock.

•Precision-ground, stainless steel blades stay 

   sharp through heavy use.

•Ideal for flower and herb gardening, bonsai, and 

   houseplants.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ550040 4712755940819 36 pcs 216 pcs

15

G A R D E N  S E C A T E U R S

UNIVERSAL S – L

SOFT 

LOCK 

FLOWERLOCKSOFT

AQ330680
Universal Garden 
Secateurs

•Ergonomic designed handle with soft components.

•Variable size handle opening. 

•Easy to reach lock for single hand operation. 

•Ideal for cutting wire, wood branches, 

   dowelrods, rope, cord, cardboard, leather 

   and many other mateirals.

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ330680471275594065910 pcs60 pcs AQ330980

Classic 
Multi-Function 
Secateurs

•Straight stainless steel blades hardened and 

   tempered.

•PP plastic handle with soft TPR grips.

•Easy to reach and operate lock.

•Precision-ground, stainless steel blades stay 

   sharp through heavy use.

•Ideal for flower and herb gardening, bonsai, and 

   houseplants.

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ550040471275594081936 pcs216 pcs

15

GARDEN SECATEURS

UNIVERSAL S – L

SOFT 

LOCK 

FLOWER LOCK SOFT

AQ330680
Universal Garden 
Secateurs

•Ergonomic designed handle with soft components.

•Variable size handle opening. 

•Easy to reach lock for single hand operation. 

•Ideal for cutting wire, wood branches, 

   dowelrods, rope, cord, cardboard, leather 

   and many other mateirals.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ330680 4712755940659 10 pcs 60 pcsAQ330980

Classic 
Multi-Function 
Secateurs

•Straight stainless steel blades hardened and 

   tempered.

•PP plastic handle with soft TPR grips.

•Easy to reach and operate lock.

•Precision-ground, stainless steel blades stay 

   sharp through heavy use.

•Ideal for flower and herb gardening, bonsai, and 

   houseplants.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ550040 4712755940819 36 pcs 216 pcs

15

G A R D E N  S E C A T E U R S

UNIVERSAL S – L

SOFT 

LOCK 

FLOWERLOCKSOFT
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AQ340283
Bypass Secateurs 

Economy

•quality shear with a adjustable gear for tight blade 

   and replaceable. 

•Hardened high grade steel blades, fully heat treated 

   and precisely ground sharpened for easy, clean cuts.

•Heavy duty aluminium handles with tempered spring

   -loaded and comfort vinyl grip. 

   Safety esay thumb flick lock.

Dual Outlet Tap 

Connector

•Two separate adjustable connections to link 

   to hose or timers.

•Both outlets can be used at the same 

   time.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ550250 4712755940826 36 pcs 216 pcs

AQ340421

EASY-FIT26.5mm G3/4"

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ550634 4712755949317 12 pcs 48 pcs

AQ340041
GearPlus Bypass 
Secateurs

•Variable size handle opening.

•Extra comfort and ergonomic grip 

   with soft elements.

•Non-stick coated blades.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ340041 4713273504064 10 pcs 60 pcs

G A R D E N  S E C A T E U R S

Ø 18 mm GEAR-PLUS SOFT LOCK COMFORT

Ø 16 mm LOCK BYPASS
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AQ350160
Premium Adjustable 

Grass Shears

•Blade adjustable through 360° for easy cutting closed to walls, 
   fences and along lawn edges.
•Protective arch in lower handle safeguards fingers from harm 
   when pruning.
•Non-slip ergonomic handle with soft component for safe and 
   comfort use.
•Non-stick coated blades.

Classic Multi-Purpose 

Scissors

•Ideal for flowers, herbs, bonsai, houseplants or pruning 

   delicate plants.

•For deadheading and clearing out of dry leaves, for pruning and 

   harvesting herbs and for creating floral decoration.

•Japanese high quality stainless steel bladefor multi-purpose 

   (craft,sewing&office) cutting needs

•Ergonomic designed handle for comfortable used and durable 

   stainless steel blades guarantees long-lasting cutting 

   performance.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ340990 4713273506488 12 pcs 72 pcs

AQ340990

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ350160 4712755947337 12 pcs 48 pcs

AQ340550
Comfort Garden 
Scissors

•Ergonomic designed handle with soft components.

•Ideal for flowers, herbs, bonsai, and houseplants.

G A R D E N  S E C A T E U R S

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ340550 4712755948914 12 pcs 72 pcs

UNIVERSAL ERGO

Ergonomic designed handle for comfortable 
used and durable stainless steel blades 
guarantees long-lasting cutting performance.

Right-handed

Long-lasting
 cutting 
perormance

The screw on the blades 
can be adjusted to improve 
cutting performance

Japanese high quality 
stainless steel bladefor 
multi-purpose
(craft,sewing&office)
cutting needs

ADJUST SOFT LOCK
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AQ350160
Premium Adjustable 

Grass Shears

•Blade adjustable through 360° for easy cutting closed to walls, 
   fences and along lawn edges.
•Protective arch in lower handle safeguards fingers from harm 
   when pruning.
•Non-slip ergonomic handle with soft component for safe and 
   comfort use.
•Non-stick coated blades.

Classic Multi-Purpose 

Scissors

•Ideal for flowers, herbs, bonsai, houseplants or pruning 

   delicate plants.

•For deadheading and clearing out of dry leaves, for pruning and 

   harvesting herbs and for creating floral decoration.

•Japanese high quality stainless steel bladefor multi-purpose 

   (craft,sewing&office) cutting needs

•Ergonomic designed handle for comfortable used and durable 

   stainless steel blades guarantees long-lasting cutting 

   performance.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ340990 4713273506488 12 pcs 72 pcs

AQ340990

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ350160 4712755947337 12 pcs 48 pcs

AQ340550
Comfort Garden 
Scissors

•Ergonomic designed handle with soft components.

•Ideal for flowers, herbs, bonsai, and houseplants.

G A R D E N  S E C A T E U R S

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ340550 4712755948914 12 pcs 72 pcs

UNIVERSAL ERGO

Ergonomic designed handle for comfortable 
used and durable stainless steel blades 
guarantees long-lasting cutting performance.

Right-handed

Long-lasting
 cutting 
perormance

The screw on the blades 
can be adjusted to improve 
cutting performance

Japanese high quality 
stainless steel bladefor 
multi-purpose
(craft,sewing&office)
cutting needs

ADJUST SOFT LOCK



•Efficient and comfortable hedge cutting due to 

   sturdy blades and ergonomic wooden handle. 

•Non-stick coated blades.

COMFORT

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ370241 0 pcs 12 pcs4713273501711

H E D G E  S H E A R S
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•Efficient and comfortable hedge cutting due to sturdy blades 

   and ergonomic wooden handle. 

•Non-stick coated blades.

COMFORT

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ370240 0 pcs 12 pcs4712755947405

AQ370240
Classic Hedge 
Shears Wavy blade

•Geared transmission increases 40% cutting power. 

•Easy and accurate cutting due to precision ground and non-stick 

   coated blades. 

•Sturdy and lightweight aluminum handle with soft grips for 

   comfort use.
AQ370209
GearPlus Hedge 
Shears 

ALUMINUMGEAR-PLUS SOFT

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ370209 0 pcs 12 pcs4713273501209 

AQ370241
Classic Hedge 
Shears Straight 
blade

•Efficient and comfortable hedge cutting due to 

   sturdy blades and ergonomic wooden handle. 

•Non-stick coated blades.

COMFORT

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ370241 0 pcs 12 pcs4713273501711

H E D G E  S H E A R S
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•Efficient and comfortable hedge cutting due to sturdy blades 

   and ergonomic wooden handle. 

•Non-stick coated blades.

COMFORT

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ370240 0 pcs 12 pcs4712755947405

AQ370240
Classic Hedge 
Shears Wavy blade

•Geared transmission increases 40% cutting power. 

•Easy and accurate cutting due to precision ground and non-stick 

   coated blades. 

•Sturdy and lightweight aluminum handle with soft grips for 

   comfort use.
AQ370209
GearPlus Hedge 
Shears 

ALUMINUMGEAR-PLUS SOFT

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ370209 0 pcs 12 pcs4713273501209 

AQ370241
Classic Hedge 
Shears Straight 
blade
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H E D G E  S H E A R S

+20 CM

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ370213 0 pcs 12 pcs4713273503050

•Telescopic aluminum handle with soft grips for greater 

   reach and more leverage. 

•Easy and accurate cutting due to precision ground and 

   non-stick coated blades. AQ370213
Premium Telescopic 
Hedge Shears 

ALUMINUMSOFTADJUST +20 CM

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ371213 0 pcs 12 pcs4713273503586

•Easy and accurate cutting due to precision ground and non-stick 

   coated blades.

•Sturdy and lightweight aluminum handle with soft grips for 

   comfort use.

ALUMINUMSOFTADJUST

AQ371213
Premium Hedge 
Shears 

+20 CM

Lightweight aluminum handle 
with  comfort handgrips. 
Ergonomic and secure hold.

Comfortable soft grips 
bring less shock and 
reduce injuries to the 
elbow and wrist.

Telescopic system for 
greater reach and more 
leverage. Excellent for 
extended cutting large 
high hedges range.

Adjustable nut for tension 
adjustament and security.

Sturdy wave-ground bladeds. 
Upper blade with non-stick coated 
for extra smooth cut. Lower blade 
with hard-chrome plating, 
guarantee rust-proof quality and 
efficient cut.

Lightweight 
aluminum handle 
with  comfort 
handgrips. Ergonomic 
and secure hold.

Adjustable nut for tension 
adjustament and security.

Sturdy wave-ground 
bladeds. Upper blade with 
non-stick coated for extra 
smooth cut. Lower blade 
with hard-chrome plating, 
guarantee rust-proof 
quality and efficient cut.

Comfortable soft 
grips bring less 
shock and 
reduce injuries to 
the elbow and 
wrist.
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+20 CM

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ370213 0 pcs 12 pcs4713273503050

•Telescopic aluminum handle with soft grips for greater 

   reach and more leverage. 

•Easy and accurate cutting due to precision ground and 

   non-stick coated blades. AQ370213
Premium Telescopic 
Hedge Shears 

ALUMINUMSOFTADJUST +20 CM

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ371213 0 pcs 12 pcs4713273503586

•Easy and accurate cutting due to precision ground and non-stick 

   coated blades.

•Sturdy and lightweight aluminum handle with soft grips for 

   comfort use.

ALUMINUMSOFTADJUST

AQ371213
Premium Hedge 
Shears 

+20 CM

Lightweight aluminum handle 
with  comfort handgrips. 
Ergonomic and secure hold.

Comfortable soft grips 
bring less shock and 
reduce injuries to the 
elbow and wrist.

Telescopic system for 
greater reach and more 
leverage. Excellent for 
extended cutting large 
high hedges range.

Adjustable nut for tension 
adjustament and security.

Sturdy wave-ground bladeds. 
Upper blade with non-stick coated 
for extra smooth cut. Lower blade 
with hard-chrome plating, 
guarantee rust-proof quality and 
efficient cut.

Lightweight 
aluminum handle 
with  comfort 
handgrips. Ergonomic 
and secure hold.

Adjustable nut for tension 
adjustament and security.

Sturdy wave-ground 
bladeds. Upper blade with 
non-stick coated for extra 
smooth cut. Lower blade 
with hard-chrome plating, 
guarantee rust-proof 
quality and efficient cut.

Comfortable soft 
grips bring less 
shock and 
reduce injuries to 
the elbow and 
wrist.
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Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ360709 0 pcs 12 pcs4713273503142

AQ360709
Premium Telescopic 

Bypass Lopper

•Double lever transmission for 30% increased cutting.

•Telescopic aluminum handle with soft grips for greater reach 

   and more leverage.

•Precision-ground blades with non-stick coated for powerful cut.

•PowerPlus energy saving transmission.

+30 C
M

ALUMINUMSOFT+30 CM BYPASSPOWERØ 40 mm

High grade steel blades 
with coating. Rigid strength 
and long lasting accurate 
clean power cuts.

Double lever 
transmission for 3X 
increased cutting.

Lightweight 
aluminum handle 
with  comfort 
handgrips. Ergonomic 
and secure hold.

Comfortable soft grips 
bring less shock and 
reduce injuries to the 
elbow and wrist.

Telescopic system for 
greater reach and more 
leverage.

+30 C
M

AQ360703
GearPlus Anvil Lopper

•Geared transmission increases 40% cutting power. 

•Precision-ground blades with non-stick coated for 

   powerful cut. 

•Sturdy and lightweight aluminum handle with soft grips 

   for comfort use. 

ALUMINUMSOFT+30 CMØ 42 mm GEAR-PLUS ANVIL

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ360703 0 pcs 12 pcs4713273503029

AQUACRAFT 
GearPLUS 
technology makes 
cutting 
dramatically easier 
than it is with 
other tools.

Comfortable soft grips 
bring less shock and 
reduce injuries to the 
elbow and wrist.

High grade steel blades 
with coating. Rigid 
strength and long 
lasting accurate clean 
power cuts.

Heavy-Duty anvil.with Hook 
design. Firmly hold on cutting 
larger branches.
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Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ360709 0 pcs 12 pcs4713273503142

AQ360709
Premium Telescopic 

Bypass Lopper

•Double lever transmission for 30% increased cutting.

•Telescopic aluminum handle with soft grips for greater reach 

   and more leverage.

•Precision-ground blades with non-stick coated for powerful cut.

•PowerPlus energy saving transmission.

+30 C
M

ALUMINUMSOFT+30 CM BYPASSPOWERØ 40 mm

High grade steel blades 
with coating. Rigid strength 
and long lasting accurate 
clean power cuts.

Double lever 
transmission for 3X 
increased cutting.

Lightweight 
aluminum handle 
with  comfort 
handgrips. Ergonomic 
and secure hold.

Comfortable soft grips 
bring less shock and 
reduce injuries to the 
elbow and wrist.

Telescopic system for 
greater reach and more 
leverage.

+30 C
M

AQ360703
GearPlus Anvil Lopper

•Geared transmission increases 40% cutting power. 

•Precision-ground blades with non-stick coated for 

   powerful cut. 

•Sturdy and lightweight aluminum handle with soft grips 

   for comfort use. 

ALUMINUMSOFT+30 CMØ 42 mm GEAR-PLUS ANVIL

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ360703 0 pcs 12 pcs4713273503029

AQUACRAFT 
GearPLUS 
technology makes 
cutting 
dramatically easier 
than it is with 
other tools.

Comfortable soft grips 
bring less shock and 
reduce injuries to the 
elbow and wrist.

High grade steel blades 
with coating. Rigid 
strength and long 
lasting accurate clean 
power cuts.

Heavy-Duty anvil.with Hook 
design. Firmly hold on cutting 
larger branches.
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•Lever transmission increases 30% cutting power.

•Telescopic aluminum handle with soft grips for greater 

   reach and more leverage.

•Precision-ground blades with non-stick coated for powerful 

   cut.
AQ360706
PowerPlus 
Telescopic Anvil 
LopperANVILALUMINUMSOFT+30 CMØ 45 mm POWER

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ360706 0 pcs 12 pcs4713273503111

+30 C
M

High grade steel blades with 
coating. Rigid strength and 
long lasting accurate clean 
power cuts.

Heavy-Duty anvil with Hook 
design.Firmly hold on cutting larger 
branches.

Telescopic 
system for 
greater reach 
and more 
leverage.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ360482 0 pcs 12 pcs4713273503456

•Precision-ground blades with non-stick coated for powerful cut. 

•Sturdy and lightweight aluminum handle with soft grips for 

   comfort use.AQ360482
Classic Bypass 

Lopper
ALUMINUM SOFTØ 35 mm BYPASSCOMFORT

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ360492 0 pcs 12 pcs4712755947832

•Lever transmission increases 30% cutting power.

•Extra light nylon fiberglass handles and non-slip 

   soft grips for easy and effortless work.

•Precision ground blades with non-stick coated 

   for a smooth clean cut.

•Double end stops are gentle on the wrists.

AQ360492
Ultralight PowerPlus 
Bypass Lopper

Ø 30 mm BYPASSPOWER COMFORTSOFT FIBERGLASS
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•Lever transmission increases 30% cutting power.

•Telescopic aluminum handle with soft grips for greater 

   reach and more leverage.

•Precision-ground blades with non-stick coated for powerful 

   cut.
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Telescopic Anvil 
LopperANVILALUMINUMSOFT+30 CMØ 45 mm POWER

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ360706 0 pcs 12 pcs4713273503111

+30 C
M

High grade steel blades with 
coating. Rigid strength and 
long lasting accurate clean 
power cuts.

Heavy-Duty anvil with Hook 
design.Firmly hold on cutting larger 
branches.

Telescopic 
system for 
greater reach 
and more 
leverage.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ360482 0 pcs 12 pcs4713273503456

•Precision-ground blades with non-stick coated for powerful cut. 

•Sturdy and lightweight aluminum handle with soft grips for 

   comfort use.AQ360482
Classic Bypass 

Lopper
ALUMINUM SOFTØ 35 mm BYPASSCOMFORT

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ360492 0 pcs 12 pcs4712755947832

•Lever transmission increases 30% cutting power.

•Extra light nylon fiberglass handles and non-slip 

   soft grips for easy and effortless work.

•Precision ground blades with non-stick coated 

   for a smooth clean cut.

•Double end stops are gentle on the wrists.

AQ360492
Ultralight PowerPlus 
Bypass Lopper

Ø 30 mm BYPASSPOWER COMFORTSOFT FIBERGLASS
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AQ380670

•For digging in stony, clayey and hard 

   soil.

•Made of high quality metal with 

   laquer.

AQ380690

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ380670 4712755940420 12 pcs 72 pcs

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ380690 4712755940437 12 pcs 72 pcs

Classic Trowel
•For loosening hard dried soil to 

   ensure a good supply of nutrients.

•Made of high quality metal with 

   lacquer.

Classic Cultivator

STEEL ERGO

AQ380660

•For digging in stony, clayey and hard 

   soil.

•Made of high quality metal with 

   lacquer.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ380660 4712755940413 12 pcs 72 pcs

Classic Transplanter

STEEL ERGO

AQ380600

•For loosening soil effectively with a 

   simple turn of a hoe.

•Made of high quality metal 

   with lacquer.

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ380600 4712755943605 12 pcs 72 pcs

Classic Double Hoe

STEEL ERGO

AQ380680

•For raking leaves, grass clippings and 

   garden waste.

•Made of high quality metal with 

   lacquer

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ380680 4712755942257 12 pcs 72 pcs

Classic Leaf Rake

STEEL ERGO

STEEL ERGO
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AQ380710

•Multi-purpose tool for raking, 

   leveling beds and working the soil.

• Made of high quality metal with 

   lacquer.

AQ380790

AQ380650 AQ380990

AQ380310

AQ386002

AQ386003

AQ385001

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ380710 4713273502633 12 pcs 72 pcs

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ380650 4712755940741 12 pcs 72 pcs

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ380310 4712755941038 0 pcs 12 pcs

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ750530 4712755948747 12 pcs 48 pcs

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ380790 4712755940765 12 pcs 72 pcs

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ380990 4713273504552 12 pcs 72 pcs

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ380500 4713273504255 10 pcs 60 pcs

Art. EAN Retail Box Master
AQ385001 4713273504538 48 pcs 192 pcs

Classic Soil Rake

•For planting and transplanting. 

•Made of high quality metal with 

   lacquer.

Classic Fork

•An excellent range for every possible

   raking and cleaning Jobs around the 

   garden.

•The Advantages of 

   Reliable Quality ensure 

   potential market grown.

Adjustable Rake

•Lightweight wire to home and garden 

   use.

•Plastic tie wire reinforced with steel wire.

•Twist tie dispenser with cutter.

Twist Tie Wire

•For removing grass and weeds from 

   the joints between slabs and on 

   walls.

•Made of high quality metal with 

   lacquer.

AQ380500

Classic Weeder

•Multi-purpose tool for raking, 

   leveling beds and working the soil.

• Made of high quality metal with 

   lacquer.

Classic Patio Rake

•Useful for storing tools

   in the house and garden.

•Galvanized steel plate and five hooks 

   with vinyl coated. Competed with 

Tool rail

•Gives a clean edge to lawns, prevents

   overgrowth, and other purpose of 

   edging.

•Made of tough plastic, weather-proof 

   and specially resistant edged to 

   prevent breakage.

9m x 20cm Lawn Edges

9m x 15cm Lawn Edges

STEEL ERGO

STEEL ERGO STEEL ERGO

STEEL ERGO

LOCK
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AQ380710

•Multi-purpose tool for raking, 

   leveling beds and working the soil.

• Made of high quality metal with 

   lacquer.

AQ380790

AQ380650AQ380990

AQ380310

AQ386002

AQ386003

AQ385001

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ380710471327350263312 pcs72 pcs

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ380650471275594074112 pcs72 pcs

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ38031047127559410380 pcs12 pcs

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ750530471275594874712 pcs48 pcs

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ380790471275594076512 pcs72 pcs

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ380990471327350455212 pcs72 pcs

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ380500471327350425510 pcs60 pcs

Art.EANRetail BoxMaster
AQ385001471327350453848 pcs192 pcs

Classic Soil Rake

•For planting and transplanting. 

•Made of high quality metal with 

   lacquer.

Classic Fork

•An excellent range for every possible

   raking and cleaning Jobs around the 

   garden.

•The Advantages of 

   Reliable Quality ensure 

   potential market grown.

Adjustable Rake

•Lightweight wire to home and garden 

   use.

•Plastic tie wire reinforced with steel wire.

•Twist tie dispenser with cutter.

Twist Tie Wire

•For removing grass and weeds from 

   the joints between slabs and on 

   walls.

•Made of high quality metal with 

   lacquer.

AQ380500

Classic Weeder

•Multi-purpose tool for raking, 

   leveling beds and working the soil.

• Made of high quality metal with 

   lacquer.

Classic Patio Rake

•Useful for storing tools

   in the house and garden.

•Galvanized steel plate and five hooks 

   with vinyl coated. Competed with 

Tool rail

•Gives a clean edge to lawns, prevents

   overgrowth, and other purpose of 

   edging.

•Made of tough plastic, weather-proof 

   and specially resistant edged to 

   prevent breakage.

9m x 20cm Lawn Edges

9m x 15cm Lawn Edges

STEELERGO

STEELERGOSTEELERGO

STEELERGO

LOCK



AQ310070S FOR AQ310070

AQ310090S FOR AQ310090 AQ360703B FOR AQ360703

S P A R E  P A R T S

•AQUACRAFT Spare Blade/Screw Kit

AQ360482S FOR AQ360482

•AQUACRAFT Centre Screw Kit

•Aquacraft Spare Blade / Screw Kit •Aquacraft Spare Upper Blade Kit 

AQ320070S FOR AQ320070

FOR AQ320076 AQ360706S FOR AQ360706

•AQUACRAFT Spare Blade/Screw Kit

AQ360703S FOR AQ360703

•AQUACRAFT Spare Anvil Screw Kit

•Aquacraft Spare Blade / Screw Kit •Aquacraft Spare Blade/Screw Kit

•Aquacraft Spare Blade/Screw Kit

•Aquacraft Spare 

   Blade/Screw Kit

AQ340041S FOR AQ340041

AQ340283B FOR AQ340283 AQ370209S FOR AQ370209

•AQUACRAFT Spare Spring

AQ360709S FOR AQ360709

•AQUACRAFT Spare Blade/Screws Kit

•Aquacraft Spare Kit Upper 

   Blade/Screw 

AQ340283S FOR AQ340283

AQ340421S FOR AQ340421 AQ370240S

•AQUACRAFT Spare Spring

AQ370213S
FOR AQ370213 OR AQ371213

FOR AQ370240 OR AQ370241•Aquacraft Spare Upper Blade

•Aquacraft Spare Upper Blade Kit 

AQ340421-S FOR AQ340421

•AQUACRAFT Spare Spring
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More than a quality garden brand, 
A brand with a cause.

WHEN YOU CHOOSE AQUACRAFT, YOU CHOOSE 
TO CONTRIBUTE TO A SUSTAINABLE GARDEN
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More than a quality garden brand, 
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AQUACRAFT is distributed exclusively to Matus.
11-23 Andrea Road, Reuven Estate, Johannesburg, 2091.
T 011 681 9440 E info@matus.co.za
www.matus.co.za

Crafted for your garden


